COCOON OUTDOOR
PRODUCT INFO

COCOON OUTDOOR
COCOON HANG CHAIR OUTDOOR consists of an aluminum
frame creating a light and beautiful look. The seating is made of
100% Sunbrella Plus® attached to the frame with velcro.
Cocoonis mounted in the ceiling by the rope attached.
The Cocoon hang chair for outdoor, is a perfect chair for a break.
A break for reflection and relaxation. You feel embraced by the
walls of the cocoon and still you have a free view to the sky as if
you were flying.

PRODUCT INFO
MATERIAL

COLORS
Graphite/Black

Frame: Aluminum
Size of pipes: 25 mm
Treatment: Powder painted

Grey

Seating: 100% Sunbrella Plus®

Beige

DIMENSIONS

Taupe

Ø: 112 cm
Depth: 67 cm
Length: 165 cm
Weight: 11,5 kg
Max load:
Depends on the mounting,
advise your local hardware store.

The cocoon chair, consists of the
following parts:
*

Frame

*

Rope

*

Seating

Fabric: leather straps or webbing

Date of samples: asap

Trimmings/Deco: rope to hang it in

Color of main fabric:

Skeleton: aluminum tubing as a frame for chair

Thread color: matching

Label: Trimm Copenhagen

MEASUREMENTS
FRONT
FRONT

Ø
112cm

Ø - 112cm

SIDE
SIDE

Ø
112cm

Depth
67cm

MAINTENANCE

GENERAL CLEANING

The Cocoon shell is made from-

Brush off loose dirt or use a

The material is UV resistant,

thoroughly and prepare a cleaning

Sunbrella Plus® (100% acrylic).
Water and stain resistant,

Breathable, Mold resistant, and is
Easy Care.

The Cocoon is mounted in the

ceiling, with the rope attached.
Please advice your local

hardwarestore, so you get the

correct wallplugs for the mounting
of your Cocoon hang chair.

The Cocoon chair is perfect for

outdoor use and is designed to

withstand the weather. But it will
always remain nice for a longer

vacuum cleaner. Hose down fabric
solution of water and mild
detergent (100°F/40°C)

Use a soft bristle brush to clean.

Allow cleaning solution to soak into
the fabric. Be sure to rinse

thoroughly to remove all soap

residue. Allow Sunbrella to air dry
only.

OTHER INFORMATION
If deep or stubborn stain cleaning or

mildew persist, please see our guide on
www.trimmcopenhagen.com/materials

time, if you do not leave it out for a
longer period.

“

TRIMM Copenhagen challenge how people interact and
spend time together in an informal setting with focus on
creating a lounge atmosphere - outside and inside!

“

www.trimmcopenhagen.com

